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Abstract No doubt, the usages of mobile agent and mobile phone technologies are rapidly increased. The mobile agent has a promising room in the industry area. Unfortunately, this technology faces some security problems from mobile agents and hosts sides. Two of the fundamental issues in designing protocols for message passing between mobile agents (MAs) are tracking the migration of the target agent and forwarding messages to it. Even with an ideal fault-free network-transport mechanism, messages can be dropped during MA migration. Therefore, in order to provide reliable message delivery, protocols need to overcome message loss caused by asynchronous operations of agent migration and message forwarding. As mobile devices and third generation mobile networks have become a reality, location based services are thought to be a major growing area. Mobile devices are given context sensitiveness so that they can be aware of the users/services surrounding physical environment and state. In this paper we propose message forwarding approaches, namely push and pull, are explored to design adaptive and reliable message delivery protocols. Also location aware services scheme by using an agency, which helps in discovering the required services for the mobile users. The agency consists of five agents: Manager Agent (MA), Route Monitoring Agent (RMA), Local Service Management Agent (LSMA), Global Service Management Agent (GSMA) and Area Monitoring Agent (AMA).
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1. Introduction

Mobile Agent is thought to be the main distributed computing model based on the next generation of Internet. It is widely accepted that the mobile agent has the following key features: autonomy, collaboration, activity and especially mobility. To exhibit these features, mobile agent must interact and cooperate with each others. Although the most important purpose of a mobile agent paradigm is to establish a communication link and exploiting local access to resource on a remote server. A mobile agent system is a new technology allows computers to communicate and facilitates the mobile computation. This technology is sub area of distributed system. It comes from the approach of the Remote Procedure Call (RPC). A mobile agent is an entity that has ability to travel from host to another under itself decision. By using its itinerary table, the mobile agent visits hosts to request services. This technology faces a big challenge in the security area and many security aspects should be considered when a mobile agent system is designed. The system should protect hosts against malicious hosts and protect the mobile agents against malicious hosts. But the agent mobility presents distinct challenges to communication frameworks. If the agents keep stationary, we can ensure that messages will be received within a limited time in a fault-free network. However, due to the autonomy and mobility of the agents, the communication object may move from one host to another at any time in the mobile agent framework. The physical location change of agents will result in a problem of communication failure, that is, before a message gets to one host, the target agent has left away, making itself unable to receive this message. Even if we use connection-oriented protocols such as TCP, we still cannot guarantee the message delivery to mobile agents all the same. Because message cannot be instantly delivered, the problem widely exists in mobile agent systems. In some extreme situations, like the agent moves frequently, whenever a message reaches a host where the target agent used to reside, the agent has just left away so it can not get the message all the time and the message keeps chasing the recipient around the system but never gets delivered, resulting in a race condition which is called Message Chasing. If the agent cannot receive messages sent to it in time, the collaboration will fail and the system may even crash. In this paper, we analyze that how different agent send message to each other and then describe the different communication protocol for the agents, and after this we describe a general-purpose framework. A reliable communication mechanism for
mobile agents named MPFP (Message proficiently Forwarding plan) is also described. Our MPFP implements the delivery process in an effective and efficient manner and gets high adaptability by configuring protocol parameters dynamically at runtime. For the convenience, we always assume that the network consists of fault-free channels. That is to say messages will be transferred from one side of the channel to another orderly without any transmission fault. In this we also describe Agent as a Service Manager for the Location Based Services (LBS) which provide personalized services to the subscriber based on their current position. Location information is becoming increasingly important in many persistent computing applications ranging from human-oriented information appliances to distributed sensor networks and robotic colonies. Location based services employ accuracy, real-time positioning to connect users to nearby points of interest. Location aware applications are becoming increasingly attractive due to the widespread distribution of wireless networks and the emergence of small and cheap locating technologies. Some of the service categories for LBS include emergency, safety, entertainment, information navigation, tracking and monitoring, m-commerce, mobile yellow pages, etc.

The satellite based, Global Positioning System (GPS) is the most widely used RF system, providing global outdoor coverage. Emerging higher-rate radios such as 802.11a hold great promise in providing accurate position data due to their inherent timing accuracy. Managing the mobility of wireless devices becomes a major issue.

The location-based services architecture must support self-organization in several ways: 1) locations should be determined with minimal user inputs, 2) multiple location information sources should be combined to increase accuracy, 3) seamless switching between indoor and outdoor operation, and 4) cooperation between neighboring clients to determine position or increase accuracy. Future technologies should easily integrate into the design. Agent-based systems are more suitable for providing flexible and adaptable services in a distributed environment. Agents are the autonomous programs located in environment, which perform dedicated tasks either by itself or interacting with other agents in the environment. Agent architectures are especially suitable for realizing frameworks for context-aware services as they satisfy the following properties: modularity, scalability, adaptability, and distributiveness. Mobile agent systems are multi-agent systems that perform tasks by roaming in an environment and interacting with other mobile agents as well as the nodes in an environment.

2. Proposed Model

The proposed model assumes the existence of an agent platform in the mobile nodes. An agent platform at a mobile node offers following services: security, communication, persistence, agent mobility, agent tracking, agent creation, and agent execution. However, in case of unavailability of an agent platform support for mobility, agents employ traditional message passing method for communication. The proposed model uses a set of static and mobile agents. Mobile agents offer asynchronous and disconnected task execution, which is very much required in a wireless mobile network.

2.1. Reliable Message Delivery for Mobile Agents: Push or Pull

A. Push and Pull Approaches

Push and pull are two possible modes in the relay communication model to forward messages from the relay station to the MA. In general, during the execution of an MA, there can be one or several relay stations serving the agent. To simplify the discussion, however, we assume that each MA is associated with only one relay station. This can be easily extended to situations where more than one relay station is used for forwarding messages to an agent.

Push: In the push mode, the relay station maintains the location information of the MA. Incoming messages destined to an agent are pushed to the current location of the target agent. Upon migration, after the MA reaches the destination site, it registers the new location with its relay station. The relay station will update the agent’s location information maintained in its database. Subsequent incoming messages destined to this agent are pushed to the agent’s new address. The simple push mode, although achieving location transparency, cannot guarantee reliable message delivery. It is possible for a message to be sent from the relay station toward the MA, and for the MA to move away before the message is delivered. That is, when a message is forwarded to the address as kept in the relay station, the target agent may have left for another host. Although it can be further forwarded, the message may keep chasing the target agent. To avoid message loss and the chasing problem caused by agent mobility, we propose a synchronized push mode. Synchronization between message forwarding from the relay station and agent migration is implemented in the following way. Before migration, the agent deregisters its current location with the relay station and waits for the ACK message. After it receives the ACK message, the agent migrates to the new location and registers its new location with the relay station upon arrival. As shown in Figure 1, messages can be forwarded to the MA when it is in “stationary” and “moving” state. Since the agent will not move until it receives the ACK messages from the relay station, messages forwarded before the ACK message will have reached the target agent before its migration. No message will be forwarded during the migration of the target agent, i.e., during the interval between the ACK message and the next register message. Therefore, message loss and the chasing problem cannot occur.

Pull: In the pull mode, the relay station simply buffers the messages to the MA and does not need to keep its location information. The MA queries the relay station periodically for messages. Upon receiving a query message, the relay station forwards the buffered message to the agent. If there is no message in the buffer, a “null” message is sent to the agent as a reply. The MA can use either a synchronous or an asynchronous query operation. Synchronous query means the agent suspends its execution after issuing a query until it receives the reply from the relay station. In this way, the agent can ensure...
that no message will be forwarded to it during its migration. If asynchronous query is used, the agent can continue its execution after a query. However, to avoid message loss, the agent cannot migrate to other hosts until all the replies arrive. The agent always knows the location of its relay station and initiates the request for messages, so location registration is unnecessary in the pull mode. Since the agent will not leave for the next host without receiving the response to its current query, there is no message loss and also the chasing problems cannot occur.

B. Properties of Push and Pull

The properties of push and pull modes are analyzed in terms of reliability, resiliency to failures, constraint on agent mobility, support for real-time processing, communication overhead, and flexibility.

1) Reliability: By reliability, we mean that the messages can be routed to its target agent within a bounded number of hops. As discussed above, message loss and the chasing problem may occur under the simple push mode without synchronization. The synchronized push mode can avoid these problems and thus guarantee reliable message delivery. In the pull mode, since the receiver agent takes the initiative to request messages from its relay station, the agent can ensure that no message will be forwarded to it during its migration. Therefore, the requirement of reliable message delivery can easily be satisfied.

2) Resiliency to Failures: In the push-based approach, the location and status (e.g., stationary, moving, and waiting as shown in Figure 2) of the agent must be maintained at the relay station during the agent’s life cycle. The state of the agent is lost if the relay station fails. After recovery, the relay station may have lost the trace of the agent. Moreover, the agent cannot detect the failure of the relay station and reregister with it until its next migration. In contrast, the pull-based relay station is resilient to failures due to its stateless nature. By periodically querying the relay station, the agent can easily detect failure of the relay station.

3) Constraint on the Agent Mobility: In the synchronized push mode, the agent has to deregister with its relay station and wait for the ACK message before its migration, therefore the agent mobility is constrained and the migration time is increased. In the pull mode, if synchronized query operation is used, the agent can leave for next host as soon as it finishes its execution at this host, but the execution time is increased. For asynchronous query, the agent also has to wait for the arrival of all the response to its query before migration. However, by deciding the time and number of queries, the agent can flexibly reduce the constraint on its migration.

4) Support of Real Time Message Processing: In the push mode, unless the agent is in “moving” state, messages are forwarded to their target agents immediately after they arrive at the relay station. The sender has greater certainty that the message will reach its target within an appropriate timeframe. However, in the pull mode, the transmission time of a message depends not only on the network delay, but also on the frequency at which the receiver queries its relay station. Therefore, the delayed time for the message getting processed by the receiver is longer in the pull mode.

5) Communication Overheads: In the pull mode, two messages are needed for each query, namely, the query message and the response from the relay station. Moreover, to decrease the delay of message processing, the receiver may query at a higher frequency than the frequency of the message arrival at the relay station. Therefore, the pull-based approach is liable to impose a larger load on the network. On the other hand, three extra messages, namely, deregister, ACK and register, are needed for each agent migration in the push mode. In the cases where the agent migrates frequently but seldom communicates, the communication overhead of the push mode is significant.

6) Flexibility: Since the agent has the autonomy to decide on the time and frequency of the queries for messages, more flexibility is introduced in the pull mode. For example, the agent can adjust its query frequency dynamically. If it is in urgent need of information from its coordinator, it may query at a higher frequency. Otherwise, a lower frequency is adopted. Distance can be another factor of concern. If the current location of the agent is very far from its relay station, it can query the relay station at a much lower frequency or does not query at all. When it migrates to a host nearer to its relay station, it can query more frequently and process more messages buffered in the relay station.

3. Communication Protocols for Mobile Agents

There are mainly two issues must be addressed in any communication protocol for mobile agents: 1) tracking the location of target mobile agent, and 2) delivering message to the agent. If we look at the agent tracking in the process of sending message as a reading operation and the change of location after the recipient migrates as a writing one, the reading-writing concurrent access collision on the shared variable “current agent location” leads to the “dirty reading” problem, i.e. agent changes its location when the message is en-route so message is sent to a host where
agent does not reside any more. It is the presence of mobility, not the possibility of fault in the network that causes Communication Failure. We know that there are four main tracking methods for mobile objects all of which have been applied in the mobile agent systems aforementioned:

**Broadcast/Multicast scheme (BM):** The sender sends query messages to all hosts for location of the receiver or broadcasts agent message directly in the system. Another way is that the agent broadcasts its new location after each migration. The BM works efficiently in local network domain, especially in bus-based multiprocessor systems. But it is impractical in large-scale network because of large communication overhead.

**Hierarchical scheme (HS):** In this a tree-like hierarchy of servers will be used. For each agent there is a unique path of pointers that starts from the root and ends at the leaf that knows the actual address of the agent. The HS supports the locality of mobile object migration and communication well. However the hierarchy is not always easy to construct, especially in the Internet environment.

**Central Server scheme (CS):** A location server is used to keep the track of the physical location of a mobile agent. Although CS is easy to implement, the location server in it is really a potential bottleneck of performance.

**Forwarding Pointer scheme (FP):** Each host on the migration path of an agent has a forwarding pointer pointing to the next host on the path so that messages can be forwarded to the recipient along the path. The FP has less reliance on a location server and incurs no location registration overhead. But it may be difficult to guarantee message delivery and shorten the forwarding path if a communication protocol adopts FP.

We further classify three ways to solve Communication Failure into three categories:

**Ostrich:** Discarding messages in Mole and ICM when a host does not know where the recipient locates is an instance of Ostrich. The Ostrich ignores the problem and does nothing for Communication Failure so it cannot contribute to a reliable protocol in mobile agent systems.

**Avoidance:** Avoidance, which is widely adopted, establishes some mechanism to prevent delivering messages to a host on which the recipient does not reside so that the communication failure will never happen. Synchronous methods are mostly used here, but agents are disallowed migrating until having collected all ACK messages needed, which makes Avoidance economically ineffective and technically inefficient, especially, in the Internet.

**Detection:** In Detection, the system must be able to detect communication failure and take some measures to deal with lost messages. For the “nature of agents”, Detection always uses asynchronous ways to implement communication within mobile agents. However, it is difficult to design a reliable Detection with its side effects, like Message Chasing, well settled. Some protocols presume different conditions such as having known the topology of the network or destination of migration in advance, while these assumptions are not always reasonable and we will not consider here. We now describe the design space for inter-agent communication protocol. As we have seen in Figure 3, every intersection in this figure provides one choice to design a type of protocol, and is actually a combination of an agent tracking method and a way to solve Communication Failure. Currently existing solutions are also labeled in this two-dimensional model. To establish a reliable and efficient communication protocol, we propose our MEFS (Message Efficiently Forwarding Schema), which needs no preknowledge of the agent behavior or system configurations. The MEFS combines the Detection and Avoidance techniques and uses the tracking methods of Forward Pointer and Center Server scheme.

4. **MPFP: A Reliable and Efficient Communication Mechanism**

To allow mobile agents communicate seamlessly regardless of their location, each agent is assigned a globally unique name when it initializes from which its home place’s address can be easily resolved. Meantime, each node in the network keeps table recording information about the agents currently residing in it and the agents initialized on it. When migrating, agent must unregister, leaving a forwarding pointer, when it leaves a node and register when arrives at a new one. Taking agent A migrates from some node 1A to 2A as an example: When A prepares to migrate, it sends a control message to its home place HA, telling its target 2A. After informing 1A to update its status table, A moves to node 2A and registers to 2A by adding or updating an entry in the status table stored in 2A. Actually, control messages are generated after agent having made the migration decision, so here we have no pre knowledge of agents’ action and also make no limitation to migrations. Forwarding messages asynchronously is the core of MPFP. To deliver message efficiently with less limitation to agent migration, a module “Communicator” in every node processes each incoming messages with responsibility for. If agent B resides on the same node as A, messages can be sent to A just within the node; otherwise Communicator will look for the status table maintained in the same node or query A’s home place for A’s location and then forward the messages to the desired next node. Even though agent A is roaming in the Space freely, we can easily forward messages because A has left a pointer linking to the next host every time it migrates. Messages are forwarded along a chain logically constructed by the recipient and we need not query A’s
home place every time leading home place to be a potential bottleneck of the system. Since it is believed that asynchronous methods cannot fully solve the message-chasing problem, we use synchronous communication when racing occurs but constrain agents’ autonomous migration as little as possible. MPFP achieves synchronous by using Chasing Message Register and Over-speed Agent Blocking. Chasing Message Register means that if a message has been forwarded with a given times t₀, the message is then thought as a “chasing message” and its serial number will be sent to the recipient’s homeplace to store. On the other hand, each agent must calculate the velocity itself once reaching a node. The velocity can be the average speed in a given period of time. If the velocity exceeds a given maximal V₀, the agent should establish a connection with it’s homeplace, getting and then deleting the chasing message number list for it. Agents will be blocked at current node until all chasing messages are received. This is so-called Over-speed Agent Blocking. If agent’s velocity is low, the message will catch their recipient affirmatively. While the agent migrates frequently, the strategy of over-speed agent blocking can surely avoid message chasing. Besides being blocked when over-speed, each agent in MPFP must contact its homeplace and wait for chasing messages at intervals. We name the interval TS. By synchronizing regularly, we can guarantee that the recipient, no matter how the network condition changes, will receive the message eventually. With Chasing Message Register, Over-speed Agent Blocking and Regular Synchronization, Message Chasing problem is eradicated and a reliable communication is finally achieved in MPFP.

5. System Model for Location Based Service

The system environment considered for designing the proposed scheme comprises of the following.

• A wireless network with several clusters (all clusters are interconnected by wired network, i.e., each cluster is a local network).
• Each cluster has an active fixed node, which comprises of proposed agency.
• Nodes residing in any of the cluster will advertise their services to neighboring clusters and its active node.
• Nodes requiring services will ask the active node with service parameter requirements. Parameters may be bandwidth, delays, service location, etc.
• Mobile nodes move from one cluster to another.
• GPS services will be available in all the mobile nodes.

5.1. Agent as A Service Manager for location Based services

The proposed model consists of an active node in every network. The active node is a special kind of a node consisting of a set of static and mobile agents. The location identification of all the nodes is found by using GPS system at the active node. Figure 1 depicts the proposed agency for providing location-based services. It consists of five different agents and a knowledge base as described below.

![Figure 3. Location aware service agency](image)

- **Knowledge Base (KB):** It consists of the different services available and their related information in a local network that are updated by manager agent. The service related information stored are as follows:
  - service providing node, type of services, service location, availability,
  - status of breakdown, status of link and the service provider,
  - clients accessing the service, number of times service disconnected for a particular client,
  - service reliability, service refused clients,
  - bandwidth available in local network, delays in local network, traffic density, etc.

It also comprises of the services available in other clusters and their related information along with route to reach the services. The route-monitoring agent updates route information.

- **Manager Agent (MA):** This is a static agent. The MA creates knowledge base and all other agents of the agency and acts as a coordinator of all the agents in the active node. Functions of the agent are as follows.
  - It creates the agents as and when required.
  - It is also responsible for updating the knowledge base by looking at the advertised services from local network.
  - Any updating to knowledge base by other agents is done through this agent.

- **Route Monitoring Agent (RMA):** This is a static agent, which communicates with the arrived global service management mobile agents to find the services available and its location in the host node as well as visited nodes of mobile agent. Functions of the agent are as follows.
  - The travel information from the arrived mobile agent will be picked up by the route monitoring agent to decide several nearest services of same kind and updates knowledge base with service related information and its route. This information can be used to access the services of other networks for the nodes in a cluster.
  - In the event of breakdown of a service node or link failure, RMA tries to provide another service node and its reachable path to continue with the service to service requested node.
**Local Service Management Agent (LSMA):** This is a static agent, which is created by MA to identify the services in its cluster when a mobile user in the cluster requests for location based service with certain quality of service (QoS) requirements such as news, video games, movies, songs, etc. QoS is specified in terms of bandwidth and delays. It scans the knowledge base to check the availability of services with given QoS requirements. If available, service node, service id and other related information is given to requested user to connect to service providing node (which may be residing in its cluster or another cluster). If not available, it requests MA to generate a global service management agent to locate the required services by the requested user.

**Global Service Management Agent (GSMA):** This is a mobile agent. When the MA finds that the requested service is not available within its local network range, it creates the GSMA to roam around the networks and locate the nearest service with given QoS requirements. GSMA clones (cloning is a process of creating a copy of GSMA and sending it neighbors) to its nearest active nodes and so on until it locates the services in the networks. Once GSMA finds the services of same kind and the route to it, GSMA informs MA. Later MA can inform the requesting node to access the services. While roaming, GSMA can interact with the visited nodes to exchange the information.

**Area Monitoring Agent (AMA):** This is a static agent. It monitors the parameters such as delays and bandwidth available in the local network. It also tracks the service breakdown, node/link failures for service offering. The monitored information is updated in knowledge base. The agents in the agency interact with one another in the following sequence in order to provide services to the service requesting nodes as follows.

1. The mobile client requests for the service to MA with QoS requirements.
2. MA informs LSMA to find out the nearest location of service providing node that satisfies the QoS requirements. (Assume that service is not available in local network knowledge base.)
3. LSMA informs MA to generate GSMA.
4. MA creates GSMA with service types and QoS requirements.
5. GSMA roams in the network generating clones and updating and exchanging information with visited nodes.
6. GSMA locates a required service in some network and informs the MA, who has created GSMA.
7. MA informs service requesting node about the service available and its location in the networks and route to it.
8. Requesting node connects to service providing node and the session continues until the session is completed or service breaks down due to node/link failures or service failure. If service breakdown occurs, RMA attempts to find the similar kind of service by itself or by interacting with neighbor RAMs. If it is successful in finding the service, service may be resumed for the requesting user by connecting to different service provider.
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